
Management (ASM) team completed the 
replacement of the Auckland Harbour 
Bridge member that was dislodged when 
a 127 km/h gust blew a truck into an 
upright strut of the over-arch. 

Modelling showed the 22.7m member – 
actually two members bolted together in-situ 
under compression – needed to lift the 
bridge deck in the area by about 60mm, 
under 75 tonne of tension. In the end, the 
figures came in well within the design 
parameters.   
“Unlike the temporary fix, which was a matter 
of filling the gap, the modelling showed 
the permanent member needed to address 
a drop in the bridge deck. In essence, we 
needed to help pull the bridge back into 
shape, and take the pressure off dozens 
of other members,” ASM Deputy Alliance 
Manager Dave Rendall says.
The ASM team used 3D laser scanning, point 
cloud and 3D mesh along with a 360 degree 
imagery walkthrough of the surrounding 
environment to model the repairs. ASM, 
through Beca, has detailed load models on 
the bridge that are used for analysing fatigue, 
load limits, and to prioritise maintenance.  
In addition to safety and performance, careful 
attention was paid to the appearance of 
the new member. The team worked with a 
heritage advisor to ensure the new strut fitted 
appropriately with the landmark status and 

heritage values of the bridge.
The feedback from Waka Kotahi NZ Transport 
Agency (NZTA) has been effusive.
“I want to say a massive thank you to all of 
those people working behind the scenes 
to do all the traffic management planning, 
scenario planning, crunching the numbers 
and doing check after check,” says Brent 
Gliddon, NZTA’s general manager transport 
services.
“To the teams on the ground both on 
the bridge for the install but also in traffic 
management and response teams, and 
in the ATOC monitoring and managing the 
network, you’ve shown a commitment and 
passion to getting the bridge repaired that 
has made me incredibly proud.”
Dave says the experience is a reminder of the 
importance of seeing risk from all angles. 
“While the possibility of a vehicle damaging 
a member was on the risk register and 
there was little that could have been done 
otherwise in this case, it’s important to look at 
risk from a consequence perspective without 
it being shaded by likelihood.
“It doesn’t mean we can protect against all 
risks, but it triggers us to have another look 
at how we see risk . When the dust settles, 
we will delve into in what we learned, but 
in the meantime it is time to recognise a lot 
of people who did a stunning job in a very 
short space of time.”

Completion of repair marks a “stunning job”
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Roydon quarry: A blue print for consenting

By a country mile, quarry development 
involves more planning and consultation 
than any other Fulton Hogan activity. 
The latest quarry, Roydon, on the outskirts 
of Christchurch, is a case-in-point, and 
a glimpse of the future. The consent 
took eight years and accounts, as far as 
possible, for social, land-use, economic 
and environmental changes up to 40 years 
distant. 
“You can’t change where the raw materials 
lie in the earth, but you can change how 
you plan to extract them,” says Fulton 
Hogan Environmental & Sustainability 
Manager Don Chittock. 
Roydon is 15 km west of Christchurch. 
Fulton Hogan could have ear-marked land 
further west, at less cost and with fewer 
neighbours, but for the growing effect of 
‘externalities’. Externalities are the costs 
traditionally borne by society and the 
environment in general, and not directly by 
the operator or their customers. Externalities, 
like future carbon emissions from quarry 
operation and transport, are coming to the 
fore in project planning and, increasingly, 
right to the door of the quarry itself.
In this changing operating environment, Don 
describes Roydon’s consenting process as a 
“360 degree learning exercise”. 
The first step, reflecting the quarry’s 
significance to the local community, was 

its public notification. Then there was 
a commitment to incorporating public 
feedback directly into the consent for the 
life of the quarry. This has already led to 
elements such as:

1. Establishing a community engagement 
group to monitor the environmental 
performance of the quarry against 
the terms of the consent, making the 
community a more direct stakeholder in 
the enterprise

2. Agreements around the ongoing, 
staged remediation of the quarry 
throughout its life

3. High levels of public interaction and 
transparency, including a drop-in centre, 
a viewing platform with wheelchair 
access, a perimeter walking track, 
parking for buses, and educational 
story boards

4. Sensors operating 24/7 to measure 
wind, soil moisture, dust and air quality, 
to proactively mitigate their effects.

“The local community helped us understand 
their concerns about the development, 
particularly relating to noise, traffic, 
groundwater, dust and visual amenity. Our 
job was to address these, while helping 
ensure the public understood the changing, 
wider picture,” says Don. 

Important aspects of this process were 
expert peer reviews - various technical 
experts contracted to drill down into issues 
of concern - and using virtual reality 
techniques to help people visualise the site 
and its workings. 
The consent process also had the effect of 
encouraging Fulton Hogan to re-think some 
time-worn approaches to quarrying. This 
included “virtually constructing” the quarry 
in advance to fully explore issues, and to 
mitigate them.
Fulton Hogan Engineering Solutions’ digital 
engineering team built a virtual picture 
of the site to help make the technical 
comprehensible. The result, says Don, was 
as relevant and valuable for Fulton Hogan as 
it was for the community and for regulators.
The process also led to a collaboration 
with Fulton Hogan’s Parkburn quarry in 
Cromwell in a major Site of the Future® dust 
mitigation project – the benefits of which 
will be introduced directly to Roydon. 
Don says few developments are as long-
lasting as a quarry, and the goal is to make 
Roydon a blueprint for quarry consenting for 
the future.
“We hope the consenting process at Roydon 
demonstrates that mitigation is as important 
to us as it is to our neighbours.” 



Dust mitigation - a consenting cornerstone

The dust suppression systems to be used at Roydon have been 
tested in an area with the lowest rainfall, the hottest summer winds 
and (for good measure) a new subdivision on the downwind 
(southern) boundary. Dust management doesn’t come much more 
challenging than this. 

The Parkburn Site of the Future® initiative was undertaken through 
the summer of 2019/2020, and continues into spring/ summer of 
2020/2021 at Fulton Hogan’s Parkburn quarry on the shores of Lake 
Dunstan, near Cromwell.
Led by Fulton Hogan Environmental Adviser Stu Edwards and Fulton 
Hogan Internal Estimator / Compliance Support Manager Adam 
Garden, the goal was three-fold; quantifiable environmental, health 
and safety, and operational gains in a challenging environment.
The focus was on the greatest generators of dust - in descending 
order:
- operating plant
- vehicle movements
- aggregate stock piles

Along the northern boundary, the team established solar-powered 
ultrasonic wind speed, direction and airborne dust monitors that 
trigger a dust management system when winds reach pre-set levels, 
via a wireless link to an irrigation controller. Dust data also goes to 
a website in real time. The dust management system automatically 
determines the run times of the following four inter-linked dust 
mitigation systems:

1. Mist curtain
The centrepiece of the dust mitigation is a 6m high, 120m long mist 
curtain, with two pipelines with suspended nozzles spaced at one 
metre. The resulting mist covers as much as 15000 m2 (1.5 ha) in high 
winds, without disrupting operations. The mist curtain is perpendicular 
to the prevailing wind, and parallel to dust-prone roads. 

2. Fixed plant mist system
A second, more localised, mist system was installed on fixed plant - 
the impactor screen and conveyors – to produce a fine mist around 
dust generating equipment to capture and settle airborne dust.

3. Wide coverage cannon sprinklers
Around the main plant area and stock piles are 13 cannon sprinklers, 
each throwing 70m, to cover the main traffic movement area. In 
addition to 24-hour monitoring by a mobile phone app, a ‘calm 
day’ programme activates the sprinklers for short, regular, periods 
to suppress dust from traffic movements. This highly targeted 
suppression also doesn’t impede work on site.  

4. AP stockpile dust management system
Eight cannon sprinklers around the AP aggregate stock piles provide 
dust suppression for the crushing operation the pit floor, and are on 
stand-by for automatic operation.

Here’s some of what this Site of the Future® initiative either 
demonstrated or confirmed.

• Dust is best controlled at source to stop it accumulating and 
becoming airborne in large volumes. Therefore, dust controls 
need to be strategically located.

• The mist curtain is highly effective in high winds due to the 
carry distance and relatively low water requirement.

• However, during calm conditions, coverage by the mist 
curtain is limited and will not reach dust generated from 
vehicle movements around the site. Hence the need for 
supplementary cannon sprinklers.

• The cannon sprinklers cover large areas effectively. For 
efficient water use they need carefully controlled run times 
and cycles.

• Dust-prone stock piles need to be kept to a minimum size, 
and positioned in sheltered areas and /or within reach of 
cannon sprinklers.

• Fogging cannons – effectively mobile snow making 
machines – are effective at addressing high concentrations 
of dust emitted from a single point, but proved too difficult to 
position to intercept and engulf the dust. Thus they are not 
being used.

• Recycling water from the processing plant is a useful 
supplement.

•  While chemicals can be used to suppress dust, these 
were minimised for environmental reasons and because 
base stabilisation polymers are easily disturbed by vehicle 
movements.

• Achieving the right-sized spray droplets (sufficiently heavy to 
travel, yet not too heavy to drop out of suspension) is critical. 
Stu describes it as “a race between evaporation and coating”.

Other practical control measures included tar-sealing haul routes, 
using a K-line irrigation system for areas that couldn’t be addressed by 
the four key systems, positioning dust-prone stockpiles in sheltered 
areas, and keeping them to a minimum size, minimising wind-blown 
dust by covering exposed areas with pea gravel, and establishing 
vegetation on areas to eliminate erosion and dust.
Stu and Adam say there will be ongoing testing and refinement of the 
systems, and they are happy with the early results and the science 
behind it.
But they say they’re even happier about the wider significance of 
this project, and how invested the quarry team has been in dust 
mitigation measures.

“Dust management used to be like an ‘add-on’ in quarries, now it’s as 
important to get right as the production plant itself,” says Adam. 
“In the past, every time the wind blew we used to get a bit anxious. 
Now we can all sleep a bit easier. 



Q’s
Quarry

South Canterbury becoming an innovation site for Fulton Hogan 

Many New Zealanders believe Richard Pearse was the first 
person in the world to achieve heavier-than-air flight, beating 
the Wright brothers by nine months before crashing into a 
hedge on his South Canterbury farm.

Almost 120 years on, South Canterbury is still innovating. This 
time, though, it’s at ground level.

South Canterbury is becoming a test-bed region for Fulton 
Hogan innovations – showing how a regionalised structure, 
along with progressive clients and a national support system, 
can drive innovation.

South Canterbury was central to the national launch of the new 
safer sealing system – EmulSure® Seal. EmulSure® Seal was 
developed in Fulton Hogan’s Canterbury laboratory, and 450 
tonne was tested on Timaru District Council resealing projects 
over 12 months, before being rolled out nationally in mid-2020.
In another step to develop sustainable sealing products locally, 
the Timaru asphalt plant is being redeveloped, including a new 
wet scrubber and mixing drum. This makes it possible to enable 
local production of mixes that include PlastiPhalt® which is 
a form of asphalt with plastic combined with the aggregate. 
From a production sustainability perspective, the plant has long 
operated with used oil that is collected through the Recycling 
Oil Saves the Environment R.O.S.E product stewardship scheme, 

and the current enhancements will also help further reduce its 
carbon emissions. 

The Council’s commitment to co-innovation, and the success 
of their experience with EmulSure® Seal, has led to the 
prospect of further innovation. A new programme for repair 
and replacement treatments, based on extensive wear and 
performance data collected by the Council’s land transport team, 
is underway. Fulton Hogan Road Surfaces Technical Manager Dr 
Bryan Pidwerbesky, and the company’s Canterbury laboratory, is 
analysing the data to propose a range of options for the team to 
consider and test. 

Fulton Hogan Canterbury Regional Manager Stephen Lowe says 
the Timaru District Council’s willingness to innovate is a major 
factor. “The key is a council that’s willing to partner around new 
ideas for better wearing, more sustainable roads that give a 
better long-term return on investment.”

Stephen says a further example of the region’s collaborative 
and innovative spirit is the establishment of the NZQA-approved 
Certificate in Commercial Road Transport (heavy vehicle 
operation) based at Ara Institute’s Timaru campus. Fulton Hogan 
is a founding partner, and has donated a road safety simulator, 
as well as bringing cadets through the course.


